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Parnwell Residence

Key details

Addresses At 684 Logan Road, Greenslopes, Queensland 4120; At 4 Donaldson Street, 
Greenslopes, Queensland 4120

Type of place House

Period World War II 1939-1945

Style Old English

Lot plan L1_RP54875

Key dates Local Heritage Place Since — 29 November 2019
Date of Citation — June 2015

People/associations Wood and Parnwell (Builder)

Criterion for listing (A) Historical; (D) Representative; (E) Aesthetic

This substantial Mock Tudor residence was constructed at Greenslopes in 1941 for Albert Joseph Parnwell and 
his wife, Agnes. Albert Parnwell was a partner in the successful building firm of Wood and Parnwell who were 
notable for their construction of boarding houses and flats in Brisbane during the Interwar period. The house, 
which demonstrates many of the features of this nostalgic Interwar style, was built by Parnwell as his own home.

History 

This substantial Mock Tudor residence was constructed at Greenslopes in 1941 for Albert Joseph Parnwell and 
his wife, Agnes. Albert Parnwell wsas a partner in the successful building firm of Wood and Parnwell who were 
notable for their construction of boarding houses and flats in Brisbane during the Interwar period. The house, 
which demonstrates many of the features of this nostalgic Interwar style, was built by Parnwell as his own home.
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The subject house is situated on the corner of Logan Road and Donaldson Street on what was originally known 
as the Mount Pleasant Estate. This area was subdivided for residential development from the 1880s but was not 
well populated until after the tramline along Logan Road to Chatsworth Road was extended to Holland Park in 
1926. The elevated sites at Greenslopes and easy access to the city attracted many new residents and 
fashionable homes in the latest architectural styles became a feature of the growing suburb. In the Interwar 
years, this area of Greenslopes along Logan Road was still often referred to as Coorparoo.

A 1936 article in the Courier Mail, noted the modern architecture appearing in the rapidly developing 
suburbs of Coorparoo, Holland Park, Greenslopes and Camp Hill :
Four suburbs – Coorparoo, Camp Hill, Greenslopes and Holland Park – by reason of their 
topographical relationship and their grouping in Brisbane’s tramway system, possess a community 
of interest. Being within easy distance of the city, yet far removed from its bustle, these suburbs are 
increasingly attracting the interest of the builders of new homes.
In this part of Brisbane, fortunately, the conventional idea of house-building of 10 or 20 years ago 
has been forgotten, and in the process of applying original ideas, the people have adopted styles 
that might well become a pattern in subtropical suburbs. There has been a boldness in conceptions 
of home design, a generosity in building itself, and more than a little inspiration in artistic ideas.

Albert Joseph Parnwell was born in Essex, England in 1895, to Albert Parnwell, a farmer, and his wife, Rosa. He 
immigrated to Queensland in 1910 at the age of fourteen with his parents and four sisters. Parnwell worked as a 
carpenter before enlisting to serve overseas with the Australian army during World War I. A few months before 
the war ended, he married Agnes Talbot. After the war, the Parnwells lived in Stanthorpe under the Soldier 
Settlement scheme, and Albert Parnwell resumed work as a carpenter. In 1925, Albert and Agnes Parnwell were 
residing in the growing suburb of Coorparoo in Galway Street.

By the 1930s, Albert Parnwell had formed a construction company with Harold Wood. Wood and Parnwell 
became a successful firm, building many commissioned and speculative boarding houses and flats in Brisbane’s 
inner suburbs. Examples of their work include Arran House (1936), a three storey, brick and concrete building 
with 42 serviced rooms on Gregory Terrace, Spring Hill and Alma Flats (1936), in Upper Roma Street. An 
advertisement in the Courier Mail of 19 August 1936 described Wood and Parnwell’s services: “Old established 
builders prepared erect, finance modern homes, designs to suit, easy terms; land taken; plans, specifications 
free...”.

In 1941, the Parnwells purchased a 28 and a half perch allotment on the corner of busy Logan Road and 
Donaldson Street. An application was submitted to construct a “brick and tile” house for an estimated £1,200 on 
the property that same year. It appears likely that Parnwell designed the house himself rather than using the 
services of an architect. The house, built in the fashionable Mock Tudor style, was the Parnwell’s home from the 
1940s until they sold the property in 1962. Albert Parnwell applied to Brisbane City Council in 1958 for an 
addition to the house in 1958 – probably at the rear of the ground floor where a bathroom is now situated. The 
property included a large garage near the rear boundary along Donaldson Street.

The Mock Tudor (a subset of the Old English category of Interwar Architecture) style was one of several new 
architectural trends to appear in Australia during the 1920s. At this time, the population of Brisbane was 
predominantly Anglo-Saxon and still attached to notions of Empire and the Mother Country. The Interwar Mock 
Tudor style had an air of prosperity and solidity as well as nostalgia for an England that many Australians had 
never seen. It was popular with Brisbane’s middle class professionals and businessmen, particularly in the 
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affluent suburbs of Ascot, Clayfield and Greenslopes.

Like other fashionable architectural styles, such as Spanish Mission and Californian Bungalow, Mock Tudor 
homes and flats were mostly masonry (frequently stuccoed) with terracotta tiled roofs – a move away from the 
traditional Queensland timber home elevated on stumps. These houses were more expensive to build than the 
timber vernacular, and often cost several hundred pounds due to their materials and additional features such as 
internal joinery. As a successful property developer, who had taken advantage of the building boom of the 1920s 
and the need to provide additional housing for Brisbane’s large numbers of unemployed during the depression of 
the 1930s, Parnwell had the means (as well as the skills and labour) to build himself such a house.

The subject house displays several of the features common to this nostalgic style which suggested the quaint 
architecture of rural English villages. These include the asymmetrical massing of the design, the use of imitation 
half-timbering decorating a prominent gable end, tiled medium pitch gabled roof and casement windows with 
leadlight glazing.

Wood and Parnwell made a significant contribution to the development of inner city suburbs of Brisbane such as 
Spring Hill, Hamilton and New Farm, and helped popularise a new form of accommodation – purpose built flats 
and boarding houses built in response to the changing population and economic conditions of the Interwar 
period. The residence at 684 Logan Road, Greenslopes, demonstrates the success and aspirations of a 
successful businessman such as Albert Joseph Parnwell.

Description 

The house has two storeys constructed of brick with render and timber details under a Marseille Pantile roof. The 
principal roof has a hipped form, with a small hipped roof extension projecting to the north and a gable to the 
front (west) elevation. The main roof has a single mono-pitched roofed dormer to the front, and three to the rear. 
The ground floor is predominantly brick, with a render detail to the gable and front arched porch. The gable is 
finished with a vertical timber with through bracing detail, imitating English ‘Tudor’ timber construction. The first 
floor to the remainder of the house is clad in timber weatherboarding. The windows are a mixture, with lead light 
casements to the ground floor, and small pane timber casements to the first floor windows. The front garden is 
bounded by a brick wall with pillars and iron railings.

Statement of significance 

Relevant assessment criteria

This is a place of local heritage significance and meets one or more of the local heritage criteria under the 
Heritage planning scheme policy of the Brisbane City Plan 2014. It is significant because:
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Historical
CRITERION A

The place is important in demonstrating the evolution or pattern of the city's or local area’s history

as evidence of the continuing development during the late 1930s and early 1940s of the Greenslopes area as a 
fashionable, residential neighbourhood with many “modern” homes built in popular Interwar styles.

Representative
CRITERION D

The place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a particular class or classes of cultural 
places

as a good example of a Mock Tudor style residence, featuring a multi gabled, tiled roof, imitation half-timbering 
and leadlight windows.

Aesthetic
CRITERION E

The place is important because of its aesthetic significance

for its harmonious design, balanced proportions and interesting combination of contrasting textures in a 
prominent, highly visible location.
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Note: This citation has been prepared on the basis of evidence available at the time including an external 
examination of the building. The statement of significance is a summary of the most culturally important aspects 
of the property based on the available evidence, and may be re-assessed if further information becomes 
available. The purpose of this citation is to provide an informed evaluation for heritage registration and 
information. This does not negate the necessity for a thorough conservation study by a qualified practitioner, 
before any action is taken which may affect its heritage significance.
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